HOTEL OVERVIEW
MANDARIN ORIENTAL BOSPHORUS, ISTANBUL
Positioned along the glimmering shoreline with stunning panoramic views across the Bosphorus
on the European side of Istanbul, this chic and luxurious urban resort is nestled in the Naile Sultan
pine grove and the sophisticated Kuruçeşme district. It is the go-to place to see and to be seen.
With a hundred spacious and luxuriously designed guest rooms and suites, and a wide range of
stylish wining and dining options, Mandarin Oriental Bosphorus, Istanbul is the perfect haven for
discerning business and leisure travellers.
This vibrant urban resort also shares some enticing accommodation packages with its sister resort
Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum on Turkey’s Paradise Bay.
RESORT OVERVIEW
Istanbul’s latest luxury urban resort comes to life in one of the most magnificent locations along
the Bosphorus. Inspired by this iconic waterway’s defining role in the city’s history and character,
the new resort is an ode to the city and its unique position in the world.
The resort’s timeless low-rise architecture, with its elegant marble-clad facade and Ottoman-style
slate roof honours the overall Bosphorus architecture of palaces, yalıs and mansions. Lush
enchanted gardens, designed by Scape of London, reflect the Ottoman love for landscape and
include outdoor pools and private wooden pavilions along the waterfront.
For the interiors, Tihany Design of New York used marble, bronze and glass as key elements in a
contemporary setting to create alluring and comfortable spaces. Taking the magical shoreside
setting as inspiration, the luxury guest rooms and suites are decorated using organic textures and
patterns along with bespoke metal and leather detailing that exude a natural sophistication.
RESTAURANTS AND BARS

With an outstanding world-renowned shorefront restaurant, a stunning and classically designed
bar, a lobby lounge with waterfront terrace and a pool bar in a garden oasis, Mandarin Oriental
Bosphorus, Istanbul is one of the city’s finest drinking and dining destinations.
•

Novikov Istanbul restaurant
This spectacular ground-floor restaurant on the Bosphorus shoreline offers a fusion of
Italian, Asian and Mediterranean cuisine that complements the great cosmopolitan city of
Istanbul.

•

Novikov Bar
Open daily 5pm to midnight, Novikov Bar is the go-to place for aperitivo in Istanbul. Its
elegant and contemporary Tihany-designed Italian styling features a charming courtyard
garden.

•

Bosphorus Lounge
Set on an expansive shorefront terrace, the Bosphorus Lounge is a relaxing meeting place
and cocktail venue for elite locals and international guests. There’s also the MO Cake Shop
for a sweet accompaniment from a selection of delicious pastries and chocolates.

•

Novikov Pool Bar
Situated among the garden oasis looking across the azure blue waters of the Bosphorus
serving delicious cocktails with a side of lively tunes.

FITNESS AND WELLNESS
Guests looking to relax will also enjoy the Spa at Mandarin Oriental Bosphorus, Istanbul. It offers
an extensive range of wellness and beauty therapies with 10 luxury treatment rooms, most with
private changing and shower areas. Other features include three hammams; fitness rooms; a studio
for Pilates, spinning and yoga; a spacious indoor pool, jacuzzi and children’s pool; and a lush Spa
Garden. There is also a private treatment room with its own garden, private jacuzzi and Amphibia
treatment beds.
MEETING AND EVENTS
For corporate and other entertainments, Mandarin Oriental Bosphorus, Istanbul offers three
opulent ballrooms, a garden terrace and pool area, and six meeting rooms. There is also an

intriguingly unique event space called Crystal, which can be decorated and adorned to suit different
occasions and celebrations.
LOCATION
Mandarin Oriental Bosphorus, Istanbul is ideally located 15 minutes from the central business
district and the city-centre Taksim Square, while the Istanbul and Sabiha Gökçen international
airports are less than an hour away.
Istanbul’s major attractions, historical sites and museums are a short drive away, and it’s only a
few minutes’ walk to the nightclubs in Kuruçeşme. The resort is adjacent to Kuruçeşme and Bebek
parks, which have extensive pathways and jogging routes.
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